We propose a new derivation from the full Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) to the Loop Quantum Cosmology (LQC) improvedμ-scheme effective dynamics, based on the reduced phase space formulation of LQG and a proposal of effective Hamiltonian/action in the full LQG. A key step of our program is an improved regularization of the full LQG Hamiltonian on a cubic lattice. The improved Hamiltonian uses a set of "dressed holonomies" h ∆ (s) which not only depend on the connection A but also depend on the length of the curve s. With the improved Hamiltonian, we propose a quantum effective action and derive a new set effective equations of motion (EOMs) for the full LQG. Then we show that these new EOMs imply theμ-scheme effective dynamics for both the homogeneous-isotropic and Bianchi-I cosmology, and predict bounce and Planckian critical density. As a byproduct, although the model is defined on a cubic lattice, we find that the improved effective Hamiltonian of cosmology is invariant under the lattice refinement. The cosmological effective dynamics, predictions of bounce and critical density are results at the continuum limit.
Introduction
Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) is a promising attempt toward a non-perturbative and background independent theory of quantum gravity (see e.g. [1, 2] for reviews). Among many important achievements of LQG, one of the most profound physical predictions is the resolution of singularity e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . It is well-known that the classical theory of Einstein gravity breaks down at singularities, while the purpose of quantum gravity is to extend the gravity theory to describe the physics of singularities.
A well-developed theme of singularity resolution is Loop Quantum Cosmology (LQC) where the big-bang singularity is replaced by a quantum bounce (see e.g. [15] [16] [17] for reviews). LQC applies the LQG method to the homogeneous and isotropic sector of gravity. The homogeneous and isotropic sector is given by a classical symmetry reduction from infinitely many degrees of freedom (DOFs) of gravity to a single DOF (the scale factor). The quantum dynamics of LQC have been studied extensively, and turns out that it can be efficiently described by an effective equation, which reduces to classical Friedmann equation at low energy density, while modifying Friedmann equation at high energy density [18] . The solution of effective equation demonstrates that the big-bang singularity is resolved and replaced by a big bounce, where the curvature is finite and Planckian. The time evolution of cosmology governed by the LQC effective equation is often called the effective dynamics.
Due to the theme of symmetry-reduction before quantization, LQC has been suffered from the long-standing issue on the relation with the full theory of LQG. Symmetry-reduced models of loop quantum black holes share the same issues. There have been interesting recent progresses toward this relation [14, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Although there is a top-down derivation from the full LQG to LQC µ 0scheme effective dynamics [14] , the LQG derivation to the improvedμ-scheme effective dynamics of LQC is still largely open [29] . Theμ-scheme is physically preferred because it predicts a constant Planckian energy density at the bounce, while the density at the bounce in the µ 0 -scheme can vary and possibly non-Planckian.
Our present work makes one step further toward resolving the above issue, and proposes a new derivation of the LQC improvedμ-scheme effective dynamics from the full LQG. Our derivation is based on the reduced phase space formulation of LQG [30, 31] . A key step of our program is an improved regularization of the full LQG Hamiltonian on a cubic lattice. The improved Hamiltonian uses a set of "dressed holonomies" h ∆ (s) which not only depend on the connection A but also depend on the length of the curve s. With the improved Hamiltonian, we propose a quantum effective action and derive a new set effective equations of motion (EOMs) for the full LQG. Then we show that these new EOMs imply theμ-scheme effective dynamics for both the homogeneous-isotropic and Bianchi-I cosmology, and predict bounce and Planckian critical density. Moreover, although the model is defined on a cubic lattice, we find that the improved effective Hamiltonian of cosmology is invariant under the lattice refinement, and has a trivial continuum limit. The predictions of bounce and critical density are also independent of the lattice refinement.
The idea of constructing the improved Hamiltonian H ∆ is to regularize the curvature F (A) of the Ashtekar-Barbero connection A in a non-conventional manner. In the standard regularization [32] , F (A) is replaced by a loop holonomy, which is a functional of A only. In our approach, we denote by S(∆) the surface enclosed by the loop holonomy h(∆), and require h(∆) to be not only a functional of A but also depending on the geometry of the surface S(∆). Inspired by LQC, we introduce an area scale ∆ such that the area of S(∆) is fixed to be ∆. Here ∆ is a free parameter of dimension (length) 2 and may be chosen to be the minimal area gap in LQG. h(∆) depends on ∆, so does the Hamiltonian H ∆ constructed by h(∆). Our regularization of H ∆ is described in Section 2.
Interestingly, H ∆ is a non-graph-changing Hamiltonian which changes the graph. H ∆ is nongraph-changing because it is a function on the phase space P γ of holonomies and fluxes on a fixed cubic lattice γ. But it changes the graph γ because h(∆) contains holonomies along curves which do not belong to γ. The simple way to make these two aspects of H ∆ consistent is to define h(∆) as a phase space function on P γ . Indeed a desired h(∆) can be defined by comparing the continuum approximations of h(∆) and the holonomy around a plaquette in γ. The procedure involves certain gauge fixing. The strategy of constructing h(∆) is discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
In Section 5, we propose a canonical quantum effective action S ef f with the improved Hamiltonian H ∆ . H ∆ and S ef f explicitly depends on the scale ∆ which is similar to UV cut-offs in quantum effective actions of quantum field theories. It suggests that S ef f should be viewed as a quantum effective action which takes into account quantum effects. We derive a new set of EOMs of the full LQG from the variational principle of S ef f . These EOMs are improved effective equations because they come from the improved Hamiltonian and relate to theμ-scheme effective dynamics in LQC.
In Section 6, we look for spatial homogeneous solutions of our improved effective equations of LQG. When inserting ansatz that respects the spatial homogeneous symmetry, we show that the effective equation reduces toμ-scheme effective equations of Bianchi-I LQC. If we further restrict the solution to be isotropic, the effective equation reduces toμ-scheme effective equations of the standard LQC. We demonstrate the singularity resolution and bounce in Section 7, and reproduce the critical density ρ c at the bounce to be constant ρ c = 16−β 2 ∆Λ β 2 ∆κ . ρ c is Planckian and corresponds to the Planckian curvature when ∆ ∼ 2 P . Moreover although H ∆ of the full theory involves the gauge fixing, the cosmological effective dynamics is gauge invariant and independent of the gauge fixing.
Additionally in Section 8, we observe that although H ∆ is defined on the lattice γ, it is invariant under lattice refinement therefore has a trivial continuum limit, at least when evaluating at homogeneous solutions. Effective equations, predictions of bounce and critical density are also invariant under the lattice refinement, so can be understood as results at the continuum limit. The key point here is that h(∆) is defined around a surface with fixed area and is invariant under the lattice refinement. This lattice independence of H ∆ suggests that the theory at the homogeneous solution is possibly a fix point of the Hamiltonian renormalization in [33] . Moreover this invariance indicates the scaling invariance from the viewpoint of lattice field theory, and relates to the conformal invariance in 3 dimensions.
Improved Hamiltonian
Our model is defined on a cubic lattice γ which may be finite or infinite. For the purpose of relating LQC at k = 0, we consider γ to be a partition of 3-torus. The dynamical variables on γ are holonomies and gauge covariant fluxes defined at all edges e ∈ E(γ):
where S e is a 2-face in the dual lattice γ * , and ρ e (σ) ⊂ S e is a path starting at the begin point of e and traveling along e until e ∩ S e , then running in S e until x. a is a length unit for making p a (e) dimensionless. h(e), p a (e) satisfies the holonomy-flux algebra We focus on the deparametrized model of gravity coupled to dust, the discrete physical Hamiltonian on γ can be written as (see e.g. [14] )
where α = 1, 0 corresponds to the Brown-Kuchař or Gaussian dust. There are non-holonomic constraint C v < 0 and C 2 v − α 4 C 2 j,v ≥ 0. We focus on the physical dust with positive energy density, and the physical time flow is backward to make H positive (see Appendix A for details). We have include the cosmological constant term ΛV v in the Hamiltonian. Here we employ the regularization of C v in [34, 35] . 3 R v is the discrete 3-curvature:
In our notation, e v;I,s with I = 1, 2, 3, s = ±, and vertex v ∈ V (γ) denotes an edge starting at v oriented toward the (I, s) direction (see FIG.1 ). The Euclidean Hamiltonian and diffeomorphism constraints C 0,v , C j,v are written as where µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and τ µ = (1, τ j ) and τ j = −i(Pauli matrix) j . V v is the 3-volume at v: In the following, we are going to construct a new Hamiltonian by modifying C µ,v . The new Hamiltonian is resulting from a different regularization of the curvature F ij (A) in C µ,v . The new regularization replaces the loop holonomy h( ) to a different expression:
Firstly h( ) relates to F ij when the scale of is small,
where we use = v;1,2 as an example. We multiply and divide the integrand det(h) where h is the induced metric on , and assume is small enough so that F 12 and det(h) are approximately constants.
14)
where h is the induced metric on the 2d plaquette . In the last step, we multiply and divide a quantum area scale ∆ 2 P = κ which may be chosen as the LQG minimal area gap: ∆ = √ 3 8 β 2 P . We may write ∆ = S(∆) det(h) dσ 1 ∧ dσ 2 where S(∆) is a small 2d surface of Planckian size (the square bounded by red edges in FIG.1) . We assume that sizes of S(∆) and are similar, so F 12 and det(h) are also approximately constants on S(∆). We can repeat the trick in Eq.(2.14), 
As an interesting perspective, the dependence on lattice γ is only reflected by the plaquette area Ar( ), while h(∆) is independent of γ thus is invariant under lattice refinement. The price is that the free parameter ∆ has to be introduced. However it seems to us that ∆ labels the ultraviolet (UV) energy scale where this theory is defined.
We define a new Hamiltonian by using (2.15) ,
The derivation in Eq.(2.15) assumes that the size of is comparable to S(∆). This indicates that H ∆ is defined at UV or the deep quantum level where Ar( ) ∼ ∆ ∼ 2 P . In the semiclassical limit ∆ ∼ 2 P → 0 (or ∆ Ar( )), the loop ∂S(∆) shrinks and h(∆) − h(∆) −1 → 2 S(∆) F . Then we reverse the derivation in Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15 ) and recover the classical expression of the physical Hamiltonian. If we keep Ar( ) ∼ ∆ ∼ 2 P in the semiclassical limit (so also shrinks), we recover the continuum expression of the physical Hamiltonian.
Holonomy along Planckian Segment
As preparation for defining h(∆) in H ∆ , in this section we construct the length-dependent holonomy h ∆ (s) along the segment s whose length is fixed as 
Eq.(3.3) can be solved by
where we have expressed the metric component q II = e a I e a I in terms of densitized triads E j a , using
It is clear that the solution to Eq.(3.3) is not unique. We make the choice Eq.(3.4) and insert in Eq.(3.2) as a definition of h ∆ (s). Moreover, we regularize dσ I /du to express in terms of fluxes: For instance Proof: We impose locally the following axial gauge to the connection A along every edge e v;I,s , i.e. at a given e v;I,s , the restriction of A along the edge, A a I , is fixed to be a constant. 
Loop Holonomy around Planckian Plaquette
The curvature F (A) smeared on the Planckian size S(∆) relates to the loop holonomy h(∆) along ∂S(∆). Here we assume the shape of S(∆) to be a square, i.e. ∂S(∆) is made by 4 edges (see FIG.1) , and h(∆) is given by
where v 1 , v 2 are vertices of ∂S(∆) (see FIG.1) . h ∆ (s v;I1,s1 ) and h ∆ (s v;I2,s2 ) with s v;I1,s1 ⊂ e v;I1,s1 and s v;I2,s2 ⊂ e v;I2,s2 are given by Eq.(3.9). However h ∆ (s v1;I2,s2 ) and h ∆ (s v2;I1,s1 ) are based on segments s v1;I2,s2 , s v2;I1,s1 which do not belong to any edge in γ. To construct these 2 holonomies, we write
2)
and expand h (∆) since the size of S(∆) is Planckian:
where we have ignored higher orders in size of S(∆). h (∆ v;I1,s1,I2,s2 )−1 approximates the curvature integrated on S(∆) (μ v;I1,s1 θ(e v;I1,s1 ) − X 1 ) − (μ v,I2,s2 θ(e v;I1,s1 ) − X 2 ) +μ v;I1,s1μv,I2,s2 [θ(e v;I1,s1 ), θ(e v;I2,s2 )]
On the other hand, the loop holonomy along the lattice edges can be expanded similarly:
h ( v;I1,s1,I2,s2 ) = h (e v;I1,s1 ) h e v+s1Î1;I2,s2 h e v+s2Î2;I1,s1 up to higher order in lattice size. The curvature integrated on the lattice plaquette is approximated by h ( v;I1,s1,I2,s2 ) − 1: With the above X 1 , X 2 , the holonomies h ∆ (s v2;I1,s1 ) = e X1 , h ∆ (s v1;I2,s2 ) = e X2 reduce to h ∆ (s v;I1,s1 ), h ∆ (s v;I2,s2 ) when the connection A is constant on , and reduce to h(e v+s1Î1;I2,s2 ), h(e v+s2Î2;I1,s1 ) whenμ v;I1,s1 =μ v;I2,s2 = 1, i.e. when coincides with S(∆).
To interprete h ∆ (s v1;I2,s2 ) and h ∆ (s v2;I1,s1 ) as holonomies, we define the following connection field in the plaquette v,I,J bounded by e v;I1,s1 e v;I2,s2 (I, J = 1, 2, 3)
(4.10)
A I1 reduces to θ(e v;I1,s1 ) (or θ(e v+s2Î2;I1,s1 )) along e v;I1,s1 at σ I2 = 0 (or e v+s2Î2;I1,s1 at σ I2 = 1), while A I2 reduces to θ(e v;I2,s2 ) (or θ(e v+s1Î1;I2,s2 )) along e v;I2,s2 at σ I1 = 0 (or e v+s1Î1;I2,s2 at σ I1 = 1). Therefore A is an extension of the connection along lattice edges to the plaquette . It may be generalized to a connection in the 3d cube by .
The above proposed relation between A and θ(e) is not gauge invariant. One may notice that A in Eq.(4.11) satisfy 3 I=1 ∂ I A I = 0 which cannot be always satisfied by all gauge transformations of A. Therefore the expression of A in Eq.(4.10) or (4.11) in terms of θ(e) depends on certain gauge fixing. Since we are going to apply H ∆ to cosmology, we impose the following gauge fixing condition to θ(e) (μ v,1,s1 , 0) , v 2 = (0,μ v,2,s2 ), and v = (μ v,1,s1 ,μ v,2,s2 ) where v is the intersection between s v1;I2,s2 and s v2;I1,s1 . Along s v1;I2,s2 (or s v2;I1,s1 ), A I2 (or A I2 ) is constant:
along s v1;I2,s2 (4.13)
A I1 (σ I1 ,μ v;I2,s2 ) = (1 −μ v;I2,s2 )θ(e v;I1,s1 ) +μ v;I2,s2 θ(e v+s2Î2;I1,s1 ) along s v2;I1,s1 (4.14)
Therefore the holonomies along s v1;I2,s2 and s v2;I1,s1 reproduces
where dσ I du is the same asμ v;I,s at v. Similarly the connection also reproduce holonomies h ∆ (s v;I2,s2 ) and h ∆ (s v;I1,s1 ) in Eq.(3.9).
In summary, we have obtained the following definition of the loop holonomy h(∆) around a Planckian size plaquette S(∆): Although H ∆ with h ∆ (s) in Eqs.(4.18) -(4.21) depends on the gauge fixing condition, the effective dynamics of cosmology derived from H ∆ turns out to be gauge invariant (Gauss constraint is preserved by the dynamics) and independent of gauge fixing.
Effective Equations of Full LQG
We propose a discrete (canonical) effective action which govern the effective dynamics of the full LQG
where g i = {g i (e)} e∈E(γ) , g i (e) = e −ip a (e)τ a /2 e θ a (e)τ a /2 , and i = 1, · · · , N label steps of discrete time evolution δτ . a is a length unit. The kinetic term in the action is implied by the coherent state path integral in [14] :
2)
z i+1,i (e) = arccosh (x i+1,i (e)) , x i+1,i (e) = 1 2 tr g i+1 (e) † g i (e) .
(5.
3)
The effective action S ef f is designed in analogy with the "classical action" in the path integral formula derived in [14] , while here we employ the improved Hamiltoninan H ∆ . Due to the dependence of the scale ∆ ∼ 2 P , S ef f is viewed as an "quantum effective action" defined at the high energy scale corresponding to ∆. S ef f contains quantum effects and depends on the scale ∆ as an analog of the UV cut-off in quantum field theory. Variables p a (e), θ a (e) are vacuum expectation values (VEVs) satisfying δS ef f = 0. We expect that S ef f might be derived from the path integral in [14] by the standard procedure of quantum effective action in quantum field theory.
The variational principle δS ef f = 0 gives the following equation of motion to determine VEVs p a (e), θ a (e) [14] :
• For i = 1, · · · , N , at every edge e ∈ E(γ), 1 δτ z i+1,i (e) tr τ a g i+1 (e) † g i (e) • For i = 2, · · · , N + 1, at every edge e ∈ E(γ), 1 δτ z i,i−1 (e) tr τ a g i (e) † g i−1 (e) The above equations of motion are understood as quantum effective equations since they are derived from the quantum effective action S ef f . These effective equations determine the improved effective dynamics of the full LQG. These equations are complemented by the gauge condition for defining H ∆ .
Homogeneous Effective Dynamics
In order to make contact to LQC, we study solutions of effective equations which are homogeneous (non-isotropic) at every time-slice S. We impose the following ansatz at every S: where I, I + 1, I + 2 are defined mod 3. We insert the homogeneous ansatz (6.1) into effective equations (5.4) and (5.5), and take the continuous limit δτ → 0. The effective equations reduce to differential equations of homogeneous variables p I (τ ), θ I (τ ). A part of this computation is a simple generalization from the computation for homogeneous and isotropic cosmology in [14] , and is sketched as follows:
First of all, inserting (6.1) into Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) gives
where e I (v) ≡ e v;I,+ . Since H ∆ is conveniently expressed as a function of p a (e), θ a (e), we would like to write the right-hand sides of Eq.(6.3) in terms of derivatives of p a (e), θ a (e). Eq.(5.6) can be rewritten in the polar-decomposition form where we extract perturbations of p a , θ a : 
,
⊥ (e I (v)) = θ/2 sin(θ/2) cos(θ/2) − sin(θ/2) sin(θ/2) cos(θ/2) ε I+1 (e I (v)) +ε I+1 (e I (v)) ε I+2 (e I (v)) +ε I+2 (e I (v)) +i tanh(p/2) sin(θ/2) cos(θ/2) − cos(θ/2) sin(θ/2)
.(6.9)
The above linear transformation between ε a and δp, δθ is non-degenerate. By changing variables, Eq.(6.3) reduces to
• The diagonals a = I give time evolution equations
. (6.10)
• The off-diagonals a = I give constraint equations
⊥ (e I (v)) δθ=δp=0 = 0, a = I. (6.11)
The gauge condition Eq.(4.12) set some components of δθ ⊥ to zero. So Eq.(6.11) only needs to take into account derivatives of nonzero δθ ⊥ . However we can show (in below) that Eq.(6.11) is satisfied for all δθ ⊥ even without imposing the gauge condition. Moreover the (discrete) Gauss constraint (namely, the closure condition) is satisfied by the ansatz at all τ . Therefore when we find a solution (as shown below) by inserting the ansatz to Eqs.(5.4) and (5.5) , the effective dynamics implied by the solution is gauge invariant since the Gauss constraint is preserved by the dynamics.
Computing derivatives of H ∆ leads to the following result:
Theorem 6.1. The time evolution equations (6.10) are equivalent to the following Hamiltonian equations
while Eq.(6.11) are satisfied automatically.
Proof: For a short-hand notation, ξ A = (δp a (e), δp a ⊥ (e), δθ (e), δθ ⊥ (e)) denotes a vector of all perturbations. We have the following expansion
where | 0 means evaluation at ξ A = 0. The contributions to ∂C ∆ v /∂ξ A | 0 only come from the Euclidean Hamiltonian and cosmological constant terms in C ∆ v . 3 R v does not contribute because 3 R v = O(ξ 2 ). Moreover C ∆ j,v | 0 = 0 so the diffeomorphism constraint has no contribution to the linear order in ξ A , and the result is independent of α. We expand H and ignore O(ξ 2 )
where in the last step we use C v < 0 resulting from the physical dust (see Appendix A).
v ∂C ∆ v /∂ξ A | 0 can be obtained by a straight-forward Mathematica computation (the Mathematica code can be downloaded at [36] To contact the effective dynamics in LQC Bianchi-I model [37] , we definē
In terms of the conventional variables C I , P I used in LQC,
Then H ∆ ( θ, p) is reduces to the effective Hamiltonian in LQC up to an overall minus sign:
The overall minus sign is due to the choice of physical dust and flowing τ backward, corresponding to a negative lapse (see Appendix A for details).
Cosmic Bounce inμ -Scheme
We simplify to the homogenous and isotropy cosmology by identifying p I = p and θ I = θ for I = 1, 2, 3. Eqs.(6.13) and (6.14) reduce to
It is convenient to make the following change of variables:
H ∆ reduces to the LQC Hamiltonian up to a overall minus sign:
In terms of (V, b), the evolution equations become
H ∆ is conserved in the time evolution:
where ρ is the energy of the physical dust (see Eq.(A.18)). This conservation law can be used to solve for sin(b), whose solution can be insert into the first evolution equation. 
The backward time evolution stop atȧ = 0 and gives the Planckian critical density
which is a nonzero constant independent of the conserved quantity E, in contrast to the µ 0 -scheme effective dynamics obtained in [14] . Nonzero ρ c atȧ = 0 indicates that the big-bang singularity is resolved and replaced by a bounce.
Lattice Independence
In this section we focus on homogeneous variables Eq.(6.1) and study the behavior of H ∆ by refining the cubic lattice γ.
We define a sequence of cubic lattices γ r , r = 0, 1, 2, · · · , with γ 0 = γ. If edges in γ have unit coordinate lengths, every edge in γ r has a coordinate length r −1 in the same coordinate system. The continuum limit is given by r → ∞.
A key observation in the improved Hamiltonian H ∆ is that the loop holonomy h(∆) is invariant under lattice refinement. By definition h(∆) is a holonomy around a surface with fixed area, thus is independent of the lattice size. More specifically at homogeneous variables, we have on γ r , 
in Eq.(6.14) doesn't scale under the refinement. Therefore C ∆ v scales the same as volume
is constant at all v by homogeneity while the number of vertices scales as |V (γ r )| = r 3 |V (γ)|.
We obtain the invariance of the Hamiltonian
Therefore the continuum limit of H ∆ is trivial at homogeneous variables. Evaluating H ∆ on any cubic lattice is equivalent to the evaluation on the continuum.
Because H ∆ in Eqs (6.13) and (7.1) equal to −C ∆ v evaluated at homogeneous variables, the scalings (8.1) and (8.2) imply that Eqs.(6.13) and (7.1) are invariant under the lattice refinement. Therefore the cosmological effective dynamics, the predictions of bounce and critical density are independent of the lattice refinement, so can be understood as results at the continuum limit.
If there exists an operatorĤ ∆ (r) such that H (r) ∆ = ψ (r) |Ĥ ∆ (r) |ψ (r) with a sequence of states ψ (r) representing the homogeneous spatial geometry in the LQG Hilbert space on γ r , Eq.(8.3) becomes
which suggests H ∆ at homogeneous variables is a fix point in the Hamiltonian renormalization proposed in [33] . However, constructions of the operator and states such asĤ ∆ and ψ (r) are beyond the scope of this paper. Interestingly, from the viewpoint of lattice field theory, the trivially of the lattice refinement Eq.(8.3) suggests that the theory is scaling invariant in 3 dimensions at the state of homogeneous spatial geometry, and is conformal invariant at the state of homogeneous and isotropic spatial geometry 3 . This 3-dimensional conformal invariance may relate to the (anti)-de Sitter/conformal field theory correspondence.
Outlook
In this section, we discuss a few interesting perspectives which have not yet been addressed in this paper, but will be studied and reported in the future.
Firstly as has been mentioned a few times in the above discussion, it is useful to develop an operator formalism for H ∆ and find a series of semiclassical states ψ (r) to realize Eq.(8.4), in particular from the perspective of the Hamiltonian renormalization. We should also search for a quantum derivation of S ef f from the path integral formula in [14] .
Secondly, a research currently undergoing is to generalize the effective dynamics from homogeneous cosmology to other spacetimes, since the effective equations we obtained in Section 5 are for the full theory. We have applied these equations to study e.g. cosmological perturbations and spherical symmetric black holes (in both Kantowski-Sachs foliation and global Kruskal foliation). This direction has two strategies:
• Similar to the present strategy, we may implement ansatz that respects the symmetry of the expected solution, then simplify and solve the effective equations [38, 39] . It is also similar to the strategy of analytically solving Einstein equation to obtain e.g. black holes and cosmology.
• A different strategy is similar to Numerical Relativity. We are developing a numerical code implementing the effective equations (5.4) -(5.5) of the full theory. Eqs.(5.4) and (5.5) can be cast into a formulation similar to the evolution equations used in Numerical Relativity, thus standard numerical method such as 4th order runge kutta can be applied to our effective equations. Numerical solutions can be generated by specifying suitable initial conditions of p a (e), θ a (e). As an initial application of the numerical code, we find that the cosmological solution is unique provided the homogeneous and isotropic initial data [40] . The path integral in [14] has a unique critical point when initial and final cosmological coherent states can be related by effective equations (so has an oscillatory behavior as t → 0), or has no critical points if they are not related by effective equations (so exponentially suppressed as t → 0).
Lastly, the analysis of this paper focus on improving the Hamiltonian whose Lorentzian part is the scalar curvature as in [34, 35] . The next step may be the generalization to Thiemann's Lorentzian Hamiltonian which involving K as the commutator between Euclidean Hamiltonian and volume.
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A Physical and Phantom Brown-Kuchař Dust
We denote by S BKD the dust actions of Brown-Kuchař model [31, [41] [42] [43] :
where scalars T, S j=1,2,3 form the dust reference frame, and ρ, W j are Lagrangian multipliers. ρ is interpreted as the dust energy density. When we couple S BKD to Einstein gravity and carry out the Hamiltonian analysis [43] , we obtain following constraints: The sign ambiguity ε may be fixed to ε = 1 by physical requirement that U is timelike and future pointing [30] , so that sgn(P ) = sgn(ρ). Inserting this solution to Eq.(A.3) and using Eq.(A.6) lead to
Thus −sgn(C) = sgn(P ) = sgn(ρ). When we consider dust coupling to pure gravity, we must have the physical dust ρ, P > 0 to fulfill the energy condition as in [41] . If we consider to couple additional matter fields to make C > 0, we can let ρ, P < 0 which corresponds to the phantom dust as in [30, 31] . The case of phantom dust may not violate the usual energy condition due to the presence of additional matter fields. We can solve P, P j from Eqs. which are strongly Poisson commutative constraints. S α j is the inverse matrix of ∂ α S j (α = 1, 2, 3). In deriving above constraints, we find at an intermediate step that P 2 = C 2 − q αβ C α C β . Hence, while the argument of the square root is not manifestly positive, it is constrained to be positive. The physical dust requires C < 0 while the phantom dust requires C > 0.
Gauge invariant Dirac observables are constructed relationally by parametrizing gravity canonical variables (A, E) with values of dust fields T (x) ≡ τ, S j (x) ≡ σ j , i.e. A a j (σ, τ ) = A a j (x)| T (x)≡τ, S j (x)≡σ j and E j a (σ, τ ) = E j a (x)| T (x)≡τ, S j (x)≡σ j , where σ, τ are physical space and time coordinates in the dust frame. Here j = 1, 2, 3 is the coordinate index of the dust frame (e.g. A j = A α S α j ), and a = 1, 2, 3 is the su(2) index.
Both A a j (σ, τ ) and E j a (σ, τ ) are Dirac observables. They satisfy the standard Poisson bracket {E i a (σ, τ ), A b j (σ , τ )} = 1 2 κβδ i j δ b a δ 3 (σ, σ ) where β is the Barbero-Immirzi parameter and κ = 16πG. The phase space P of A a j (σ, τ ), E j a (σ, τ ) is free of Hamiltonian and diffeomorphism constraints, and all phase space functions are Dirac observables.
The evolution in physical time τ is generated by the physical Hamiltonian H given by integrating h on the constant T = τ slice S (The constant τ slice S is coordinated by the value of dust scalars S j = σ j thus is often referred to as the dust space [31, 43] ). From Eq.(A.9), we find that H is negative for physical dust while is positive for phantom dust. We flip the direction of the time flow τ → −τ thus H → −H for physical dust so that we define a positive Hamiltonian in both cases:
Here C and C j = e α j C α are parametrized in the dust frame. In terms of A a j (σ, τ ) and E j a (σ, τ ):
where E j = E j a τ a /2, the extrinsic curvature K j = K a j τ a /2, and F jk = F a jk τ a /2 is the curvature of for all phase space function f of A a j (σ, τ ) and E j a (σ, τ ). The gravity-dust models only deparametrize the Hamiltonian and diffeomorphism constraints, while the SU(2) Gauss constraint D j E j = 0 still has to be imposed to the classical phase space. In addition, we impose some non-holonomic constraints to the phase space: C(σ, τ ) 2 − 1 4 3 j=1 C j (σ, τ )C j (σ, τ ) ≥ 0 and C < 0 for physical dust (C > 0 for phantom dust).
The variation of H is given by
q αγ q βρ C γ C ρ δq αβ , (A. 15) where C/|h| is negative (positive) for physical (phantom) dust, and the last term vanishes in the case of spatial-homogeneous solution. If we compare δH to the variation of Hamiltonian H GR of pure gravity in the absence of dust
where the lapse and shift N, N α are constant Lagrangian multipliers, we find δH and δH GR coincide at the spatial-homogeneous solution, provided we identify
Therefore N is negative (positive) for the physical (phantom) dust. Negative N for the physical dust relates to the flip τ → −τ for making Hamiltonian positive.
In the case of spatial-homogeneous solution, C α = 0 and U α = C α /P = 0 so that the Hamiltonian density √ C 2 = P = ρ det(q) for physical dust ρ > 0, −P = −ρ det(q) for phantom dust ρ < 0, (A. 18) which is a conserved quantity in the effective dynamics.
